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Note-taking experience of the future. High-tech alternative
to keyboards. Senstone recorders combine audio capture
and voice-to-text transcription to boost your productivity
and preserve your memories

Our mission

Quality
Our devices each carry a professional mic and
large capacity battery. They are built to travel
with you and withstand rain, dust, and impact.

Eficiency
One button. No screens. Immediate
response

Flexibility
There is no right or wrong way to use our
recorders. Take notes anytime, anywhere.
Record anything. Customize the app to your
liking. Wear the recorder on the lapel of your
coat, as a bracelet, or as a pendant

Your experience
We want to solve your problems

Senstone can be a digital diary or a notebook.
It can be used to record business meetings or
create content (books, podcasts, blogs).
People with memory problems can rely on
Senstone to capture their thoughts.
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OUR STORY
Senstone is a C-Corp Delaware incorporate company founded in 2016 by Nazar
Fedorchuk. The head ofice is located in San Francisco, with a part of the team
working in Ukraine

Our history began with the idea of creating a hands-free digital voice recorder
that could replace the keyboard

In 2017, we decided to rally the support of our future customers

The irst crowdfunding campaign began in February 2017 on Kickstarter and
Indiegogo platforms. Just in 36 hours, Senstone raised its goal and reached
$302,000 by the end of the campaign

All in all, due to the ardent support from users in the US and Japan, Senstone
received more than $600,000 through crowdfunding. Another $500,000 was
raised privately. We gained support from HAX Growth and the seal of approval
from NASA

In May 2021, we launched Accurate, a premium service for lawless personalized
note-taking, and made a major update to the Senstone app

In 2021 Senstone is a thriving company, preparing to launch the second, 12x
more powerful version of its predecessor and working ceaselessly to grow,
improve, and deliver the best results possible
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